C. Walcott Hits 41 In Trial Game

Interesting Cricket At Kensington Yesterday

A brilliant 41 by Slipper Clyde Walcott enabled XI to score 112 for one on their first day in the second Trial cricket match which was played at Kensington yesterday. The result was not clear cut, but by the end of the day XI had scored 112 for one wicket. XI batted first and were well placed at lunch. Walcott made a good start, but when he was dismissed, XI were 52 for one. Walcott scored well before he was caught by the wicket keeper when he had scored 41.

The Game

XI batting: Walcott 41, C. Atkins 15, Cave 7.

Scoreboard

Cwealth Score 112 For One

Compton, Washbourne Score Centuries

Tornadoes Win Advocate Cup
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B. Cave .

For One

Unaccountable Nature

In Race Horse Breeding Also Nature Has The Last Word

FT flies wonderful way nature always playing an important part. This is evident in every walk of life. Nature knows no boundaries or limits to her power and influence. All living things are molded by her hand and she controls the development of many aspects. In the world of racing, she is especially evident in the characteristics of the horses. Her influence can be seen in aspects of speed, stamina, and even temperament. One famous example is the Tornadoes, a horse named after Nature herself. The Tornadoes have a reputation for being unpredictable and unpredictable, like the Wild West.

Tornadoes Win Advocate Cup

This year, the Tornadoes successfully won the Advocate Cup, a prestigious race for young horses. The Tornadoes showed off their natural ability to move at high speeds, navigating the track with ease. Their performance was a testament to the power of Nature. The Tornadoes were able to adapt to the track conditions, showing off their natural abilities. Their victory was a reminder of the importance of nature in all aspects of life.